Banner 8.4/8.5 Upgrade

The upgrade to the new dot releases of Banner took place over the weekend and it was successful. That said, there are a couple of HR issues we want to bring to your attention:

1. Self Service EPAFs

We discovered through our acceptance testing that we are unable to access the EPAFs in WISE. We are working on the problem and will let you know as soon as it is fixed. There are NO problems with entering EPAFs within the application (INB). This just affects using EPAFs in WISE.

2. WISE W-4 Allocations Form

SGHE discovered that there was a problem in the 8.4 release for the W4 form that employees can access in WISE. They issued a patch but there was insufficient time to install and test it before code freeze. It was decided that the safest thing to do was to disable access to the W4 form in WISE until the patch can be installed. We’ve asked that the patch be installed as soon as possible, and once it is successfully tested, we will move it to production and enable access to the W4 form in WISE.